Multiplex imaging of live breast cancer tumour models through tissue using handheld surface enhanced spatially offset resonance Raman spectroscopy (SESORRS) † With the number of new cases of cancer expected to rise by approximately 70% in the next two decades, 1 non-invasive tumour detection is of profound importance. Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) has emerged as a promising tool for biomedical imaging. 2, 3 SERS has been deployed in numerous biomedical applications including the detection of cancer in vivo. 4, 5 Surface enhanced resonance Raman scattering (SERRS) utilises a Raman reporter molecule with an electronic transition close to the laser frequency of the Raman instrument, thus generating further enhancement in Raman signal. SERRS holds promise over fluorescence based methods, particularly in multiplexing applications due to the sharp fingerprint spectrum obtained, allowing multiple analyte molecules to be detected simultaneously without the need for separation or multiple excitation wavelengths. 6 There is great interest in the ability to simultaneously detect multiple biomarkers in a sensitive and non-destructive manner in disease diagnostics. Using confocal techniques, the simultaneous detection of multiple SERS nanotags, 7 and three breast cancer biomarkers has been reported in vivo. 3 Here the ability to not only detect but also classify multiple SERRS nanotags taken up into ex vivo tumour models buried at tissue depths of 10 mm is demonstrated using the technique of surface enhanced spatially offset resonance Raman spectroscopy (SESORRS) for the first time.
Spatially offset Raman spectroscopy (SORS) is an emerging spectroscopic technique useful for the non-invasive analysis of turbid media. Unlike confocal techniques, SORS is better equipped to probe through depth 8 and uses a spatial offset between the point of laser excitation and point of collection to obtain Raman signal from the deeper layers within a sample. SORS has been deployed in numerous security 9, 10 and biomedical applications including the analysis of bone 11 and in the identification of breast cancer calcifications. 12 Surface enhanced spatially offset Raman spectroscopy (SESORS) combines the depth penetration benefits of SORS with the signal enhancing capabilities of SERS to achieve greater sample interrogation at significant depth. 8 Using a backscattering configuration, SESORS has been used in glucose sensing, 13 the detection of neurotransmitters 14 and in the tracking of nanotags through 8 mm of bone. 15 Using a transmission approach, Stone et al. detected signal from nanotags through up to 50 mm of tissue. 8, 16 To the best of our knowledge, the only report on the use of SESORS for multiplex imaging was in a previous collaboration with Stone et al., where the ability to detect Raman signal from four SERS nanotags through depths of 20 mm was reported. 8 The individual nanotags were each injected into four corners of a tissue section. Since the spectral fingerprint of the four nanotags was significantly different for each Raman reporter, it was possible to assign a specific peak in each of the four spectra to enable a spatial multiplex detection using SESORS. However, this approach utilised a benchtop instrument with transmission geometry which could be challenging for some biomedical applications where it may not be possible to collect Raman scattering in a transmission mode.
Using multicellular tumour spheroids (MTS) as ex vivo cancer models, the novel technique of SESORRS has been reported. SESORRS couples the signal enhancing capabilities of SERRS with SORS, to yield enhanced signal at even greater depth. 17 By tuning the absorbance wavelength of chalcogenpyrylium dyes into the near-infrared (NIR), 18 Raman reporters that are in resonance with the laser excitation wavelength of 830 nm can a Department of Pure and Applied Chemistry, Technology and Innovation Centre, be used to generate greater enhancement in Raman signal. As such, the successful detection of single SERRS active nanotags taken up into MTS breast cancer tumour models has been demonstrated through depths of 15 mm using handheld SESORRS. 18 Now, using the same ex vivo breast cancer models, the development of a multiplex imaging system capable of detecting a triplex of three SERRS-active NPs present in MTS is reported and the promise of handheld SESORRS with backscattering optics for multiplex applications is shown. Not only does this work highlight the ability to detect multiple analytes at depth, it is the first demonstration of the use of chemometrics to classify a triplex of nanotags located at depths using the SESORRS technique in a 3D tumour model. Furthermore, in comparison to a previous report, 8 it represents the ability to carry out multiplex detection using SESORRS in a clinically relevant scenario.
To develop a multiplexed imaging system at depth, gold NPs were synthesised according to previously reported methods. 18 The resulting particles had an average diameter of 78 nm and were functionalised separately with three different chalcogenpyrylium resonant Raman reporters. These nanotags were then incubated with MCF7 cells, enabling delivery into live breast cancer tumour models to demonstrate the ability to carry out multiplexed detection at depths of 10 mm in tissue using SESORRS. The chalcogenpyrylium dyes were chosen specifically due to their resonance properties. Previous reports have shown that by exploiting the resonance effect, superior depth penetration can be achieved. 17 The absorbance wavelength of the highly Raman active molecules is tuned by controlling the number of sp 2 carbons in the aliphatic back bone and the chalcogen atoms in the ring system. 18 The chemical structure of the three Raman reporters used in this work are shown in Fig. 1(a-c) . Each reporter is named on their absorbance properties, i.e. dye 810 has an absorbance maxima at 810 nm. The SERRS spectra for each of the three dyes is also shown in Fig. 1d . MTS were used as a 3D breast cancer tumour model to demonstrate the clinical significance of SESORRS for in vivo multiplexing applications. MCF7 human breast cancer cells were incubated overnight with 1 mL of each of the three nanotag solutions containing dye 810, 813 or 823. MCF7 cells were also incubated with a 1 mL triplex solution containing 33% of each of the three SERRS nanotags (13.7 pM of AuNPs), i.e. the final number of NPs remained constant. Incubation resulted in the uptake and accumulation of the nanotags within the cancer cells. MTS were then grown from a suspension of these cells over a period of 7 days to a size o1 mm. Previous reports show that NPs are homogenously dispersed throughout the MTS. 19 The dyes did not cause cell death since the cells divided and replicated in order to form the MTS models.
The experimental set up is described in Fig. S1 (ESI †). Approximately 10 MTS containing either a single SERRS nanotag, i.e. dye 823, dye 813 or dye 810, or a triplex of all three nanotags, were transferred to a section of porcine tissue. For example, 10 MTS containing dye 823 were transferred to a single tissue section. Another section of tissue with a 10 mm thickness was then placed on top of the layer containing the MTS. The same process was applied for the remaining MTS containing the singleplex or triplex nanotags. All MTS models were obscured by 10 mm of tissue. A translational x-y stage with a range of 2.54 cm was used to manoeuver the tissue samples in steps of 3 mm to create an image of 8 Â 8 pixels. The tissue system was brought into contact with the nose cone, and the z-value remained fixed, i.e. the ability to probe through a depth of 10 mm in the z-plane was achieved by using an 8 mm spatial offset. Thus, by utilising the SESORRS technique, it was possible to detect each of the four individual MTS models through a 10 mm of tissue barrier.
Using spectra collected at an 8 mm offset, false colour 2D SESORRS heat maps of the peak intensity at 1178 cm À1 (dye 823) 1181 cm À1 (dye 813), 1185 cm À1 (dye 810) and 1181 cm À1 (triplex)
were constructed, Fig. 2 . The four peaks were chosen to show the position of the MTS through 10 mm of tissue and correspond to the uptake of both the single nanotags and triplex of nanotags into MTS, rather than the specific contribution of each dye to the acquired spectrum. The false colour images show clear discrimination between areas where the MTS models containing the SERRS-active nanotags were present and where they were not. As such, the areas of maximum intensity in each of the four heat maps correspond to the regions in which the MTS models were positioned ( Fig. 2a-d ). This can be used as a means to determine if detection of the MTS models has taken place since a SERRS response is observed from the uptake of nanotags into the MTS. The offset spectra collected at the point of maximum intensity, (Fig. 2a-d , purple spectra) shows clear detection of MTS containing either single nanotags or a triplex of the three nanotags. The spectra collected at the point of minimum intensity ( Fig. 2a-d , green) corresponds to the tissue. Thus, by comparing the spectra collected at the point of maximum and minimum intensity through the same barrier thickness of 10 mm of tissue, successful detection of MTS containing either single or a triplex of varying SERRS nanotags is demonstrated. The focus of the work presented here is to demonstrate the ability to distinguish between multiple nanotags and to specifically classify a single nanotag and a triplex of the three nanotags through depth using SESORRS. Since strong spectral similarity exists between the spectra from the three individual SERRS nanotags and the triplex, principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to analyse the data from the SESORRS multiplex image. 20 Offset spectra were acquired at the point of maximum intensity through 10 mm of tissue, i.e. through 10 mm of tissue in the region where the MTS models were present. Sets of spectra were acquired for both the single nanotags taken up into the MTS models and the MTS models containing the triplex. Reference spectra were also obtained from aqueous solutions of the nanotags containing each of the three single nanotags and a mixture composed of equal amounts of each solution (triplex) which were deposited into a quartz microcuvette (path length 1 mm, chamber volume 350 mL) and placed behind 10 mm of porcine tissue. The final concentration of dye in both the single and triplex solutions was 300 nM. The experimental set up is described in the ESI † and in Fig. S2 . The resulting principal component (PC) scores plots for both the MTS multiplex (a) and the solution multiplex (b) are shown in Fig. 3 . Both plots demonstrate a strong separation between the three single nanotags and the triplex allowing four distinct groupings to be observed. In both scores plots, the SESORRS spectra from the triplex is tightly clustered and clearly separated from the single nanotag samples. Thus, by using the scores plot from the solution multiplex (Fig. 3b) , where the identity of the nanotags and the ratio of the nanotags in the instance of the triplex sample is known, it is possible to use the scores plot as a reference to develop a multiplex imaging system at depth using the SESORRS technique. The PC scores plot allows for not only the successful identification, but also discrimination between single and multiplexed SERRS nanotags taken up into tumour models, buried at depths of 10 mm using a handheld SORS spectrometer. The results presented here represent the ability to not only analyse a tissue sample containing SERRS-active nanotags at depth, but also the ability to simultaneously classify a sample containing multiple nanotags. The ability to distinguish between multiple SERS analytes has previously been reported (triplex). Measurements were carried out using an xy translational stage in step sizes of 3 mm to create an image of 8 Â 8 pixels. 2D heat maps were generated and show the tracking of each of the four MTS models through 10 mm of tissue. Clear discrimination is seen between spectra collected at the point of maximum intensity where the nanotags were spotted and that collected where the nanotags were not present. The corresponding maximum and minimum collected 8 mm offset spectra also confirm the presence of the nanotags in regions where the MTS were spotted (a-d). All measurements were carried out using a 2 s integration time, 5 accumulations, 830 nm laser excitation wavelength. In both PC plots, the red cluster refers to the MTS models or solution containing dye 813, the teal cluster dye 810 and the green cluster dye 823. Similarly, the blue cluster refers to either the MTS models or solution containing the triplex, i.e. equal contributions of dye 823, dye 813 and dye 810. Distinct separation is seen in both scores plots with the triplex falling in the middle of the three reference single nanotag clusters.
using confocal techniques 7 however the results presented here offer the added advantage of superior depth penetration through the use of backscattering SESORRS. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of the use of PCA in combination with SESORRS to spectrally discriminate between multiple nanotags taken up into ex vivo tumour models through depth. Previous work has reported the multiplexing potential of SESORS, 8 however in that instance, the nanotags were located in different regions of a tissue section, thus a spatial multiplex was carried out. However the work presented here incorporates multiple nanotags into a MTS tumour model, thus representing a step forward in the ability to spectrally classify singleplex nanotags and a triplex of nanotags through 10 mm of tissue. Additionally, since the dyes are so spectrally similar, the potential of SESORRS combined with powerful data analysis to distinguish between multiple analytes through large tissue thicknesses is demonstrated. Through utilising the powerful performance of chalcogenpyrylium-based Raman reporters for superior depth penetration, the ability to identify and discriminate between three different SERRS nanotags taken up into 3D breast cancer tumour models buried at depths of 10 mm is presented. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of the use of ex vivo breast cancer models for the development of a multiplex imaging system at depth using back-scattering SESORRS. In addition, by utilising PCA, the potential to classify multiple nanotags taken up into single tumour model using SESORRS is demonstrated for the first time. This is the first true multiplex using the SESORS technique since the approach classifies singleplex nanotags from a triplex of co-located nanotags, and is the largest thickness to which multiplex detection has been achieved through tissue using not only a handheld back-scattering approach but also the SESORRS technique. Previous work utilising a transmission geometry has shown the potential to multiplex through 20 mm of tissue. However, these results demonstrate the ability to multiplex through the same total thickness using handheld SESORRS with a back-scattering approach. The incident photons reach the MTS models at depths of 10 mm however, following interaction between the nanotags within the MTS models and the incident laser light, the scattered photons are then returned to the collection optics through 10 mm of tissue, thus the total thickness that the photons must travel through is equal to 20 mm. Previous reports demonstrating SERS multiplexing using a transmission approach have involved benchtop systems which are capable of longer acquisition times and improved signal to noise, however the handheld instrument used in this instance is potentially more suited to clinical applications due to its portable and user-friendly nature. The ability to simultaneously detect multiple targets in vivo is a significant challenge, however through the exploitation of the resonance effect this novel work represents a significant step forward in the ability to not only detect but classify multiple vibrational fingerprints in vivo.
Future work will focus on expanding on this proof of concept study by detecting and imaging multiple targets in vivo using the SESORRS technique, as well as determining the minimum concentration of NPs required for detection through a given thickness.
FN Research data associated with this paper will become available through the following link: http://dx.doi.org/10.15129/ee7384eb-7d33-446d-aeb3-23003800bad8.
